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The investigation of functionalities and other biological characteristics of proteins can be 
carried out from their corresponding gene sequence (DNA). The development of a process 
named PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) (Mullis & Faloona, 1987), based on an enzyme 
named DNA polymerase, was decisive for establishing a laboratorial procedure for 
generating thousands to millions of copies of a particular DNA sequence (amplification). 
Besides amplification, PCR-based techniques can also be employed in a variety of processes 
with different purposes, such as DNA sequencing and molecular evolution. 
A basic PCR set up requires several components and reagents as described in (Sambrook & 
Russel, 2001). Among the components, the two most relevant for the in silico proposal and 
the experiments described in this chapter are the DNA fragment to be amplified (referred to 
as template) and a primer sequence pair. Primers are appropriate short nucleotide sequences 
added to the reaction in order to mark the limits of the target region, i.e., the region of the 
template to be amplified. Commonly two primers are used namely forward, for flanking the 
beginning of the target region, and reverse, for flanking its end. The primer pair is one of the 
most important parameters for a successful PCR. Its design involves several variables whose 
values, generally, are determined via extensive calculations. Also, primer design requires 
several issues; for instance, it should not be easy for primers to anneal with other primers in 
the mixture neither should they be biased to anneal among themselves, which would 
prevent them to anneal with the DNA template. 
It is worth mentioning that although many different software systems are available for 
assisting primer design, such as those described in (Contreras-Moreira et al., 2009; Boyce et 
al., 2009; Mann et al., 2009; Kalendar et al., 2009; Gatto & Schretter, 2009; Piriyapongsa et al., 
2009; You et al., 2008; Christensen et al., 2008; Tsai et al., 2007; Schretter & Milinkovitch, 
2006; Liang et al., 2005; Boutros & Okey, 2004; Gordon & Sensen, 2004; Rose et al., 2003; 
Rozen & Skaletsky, 2000), the design process itself is still not well defined. This is mainly 
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due to the number of variables involved and the lack of consensus in relation to their 
adequate values. This adds an extra degree of uncertainty to the process which, by its own 
nature, is already prone to some uncertainty. Additionally, several available software 
systems have not been developed for general use; they have been designed to find primers 
in specific situations such as gene identification (Giegerich et al., 1996), measurement of 
eukaryotic gene expression (Gunnar et al., 2004), novel gene characterization (Costas et al., 
2007), genetic disease diagnosis (Frech et al., 2009), detection of variations and mutations in 
genes (Evans & Liu, 2005; Haas et al., 2003; Ke et al., 2002) and molecular evolution (Lahr et 
al., 2009; Oliveira et al., 2006; Pusch et al., 2004; Antia et al., 2003; Patten et al., 1996). Besides, 
it must be mentioned that, undoubtedly useful, in silico primers must be sometimes adjusted 
in real experiments (Morales & Holben, 2009).  
This chapter is an extension of a previous work (Montera & Nicoletti, 2008) where the 
design of a primer pair is approached as a search process based on a customized simulated 
annealing, implemented by an interactive software named SAPrimer1. After this 
Introduction the chapter is organized into four more sections as follows.  
Section 2 contextualizes the application area (Molecular Biology) by introducing a few 
important definitions and processes relevant to the understanding of the work described in 
the chapter. It presents an up-to-date review of the state-of-the-art relative to PCR. PCR 
based methods such as real-time PCR, multiplex PCR and InterAlu-PCR will be briefly 
mentioned since they deal with important issues related to the process. The section also 
describes in detail the basic three steps composing a PCR process namely, (1) DNA 
denaturing, (2) primer and DNA template annealing and (3) primer extension. The three 
iterative steps are temperature-dependent and cyclically executed. The amplification process 
is responsible for producing a vast amount of copies from a small amount of DNA 
sequences (template). Critical to the amplification process is the adequate choice of a pair of 
primes. Considerations focusing on the importance of a well designed primer pair for the 
success of a PCR process as well as the main difficulties to design them are also presented. 
Section 3 specifies and details the main variables to be considered when designing primers. 
Particular attention is given to the values assigned to the variables as well as their impact on 
the results.  
Section 4 deals specifically with the use of a heuristic search method known as Simulated 
Annealing (SA) for solving the problem of finding an adequate pair of primes for a PCR 
process. As it is well known, the definition of a suitable objective (or fitness) function is a 
critical aspect when using SA for solving a problem. Aiming at promoting readability, 
Section 4 has been divided into two subsections. Subsection 4.1 presents the construction of 
the function in a systematic objective and didactic way, taking into account the variables 
and parameters listed in Section 3. It describes how they are combined into a function to be 
used to direct the search process conducted by the proposed customized version of SA. For 
a proper evaluation of a primer pair, the fitness function is defined considering how each 
variable value (size, composition, annealing temperature, etc.), calculated for each primer in 
a pair, differs from a pre-established set of values. 
Subsection 4.2 focuses on the description of two releases of SAPrimer software, which 
implements an user-friendly computational environment to search for optimal pair of 
primers. Details of the main common functionalities of both releases (SAPrimer (R1) and 
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SAPrimer (R2)) are presented, including a description of how a primer pair is found, 
evaluated and chosen (Montera & Nicoletti, 2008). Subsection 4.2 also discusses some new 
features incorporated to SAPrimer (R2). Particularly the search process was modified so that 
instead of keeping only one primer pair as a candidate solution, a list of the best primer 
pairs found so far during the iterative process is kept and, as final result, the list of selected 
pairs, ordered by their fitness values, is returned to the user. Other new functionalities 
included in SAPrimer (R2) are also discussed, such as finding primers for any user-defined 
frame size and finding degenerate primers for a given protein sequence. 
Finally, Section 5 presents the final considerations and highlights the main contributions 
that the proposal and the available software can offer to those who need assistance for 
conducting PCR-related experiments. 
 
2. The Role of Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) in Molecular Evolution and 
the Role of Primers in PCR 
Directed molecular evolution (or in vitro evolution) is a laboratorial procedure that attempts 
to simulate the Darwinian evolution. One of its main goals is to obtain proteins with certain 
properties enhanced. The process starts with a pool of DNA (or RNA) molecules and, by 
implementing an iterative process of recombination, tries to construct new functional 
sequences from the previous ones. 
The literature brings several directed molecular evolution methods such as error-prone 
polymerase chain reaction (epPCR) (Cadwell & Joyce, 1992), Stemmer’s DNA shuffling 
(Stemmer, 1994a; Stemmer, 1994b), staggered extension (StEP) (Zhao et al., 1998), 
heteroduplex recombination (Volkov et al., 1999), degenerate homoduplex recombination 
(DHR) (Coco et al., 2002), assembly of designed oligonucleotides (ADO) (Zha et al., 2003) 
and codon shuffling (Chopra & Ranganathan, 2003). A review of some molecular evolution 
methods for enzymes can be found in (Lutz & Patrick, 2004). Usually, directed molecular 
evolution methods share the common goal of generating new sequences that encode 
functionally interesting proteins.  
The process of in vitro evolution, as described in (Sun, 1999) and schematically shown in Fig. 
1, starts by constructing a library of (DNA, RNA or protein) molecules using (1) random 
molecules of peptides or oligonucleotides or (2) variants of one or more parent molecule(s) 
obtained through mutagenesis, as described next. Usually option (1) is not appealing due to 
the vast amount of resulting molecules and their high diversity. However, a library built 
using a process of mutation (mutagenesis) from one or a few molecules, which are already 
known to have some desired property, can be more appealing, since diversity can be kept 
under control. The initial library (Pool 1 in Fig. 1) is then input to a process that selects 
potentially relevant molecules (i.e., those that can have a desired function) - generally only a 
small number of molecules are selected. Next a process of mutation (mutagenesis) is used in 
order to increase the number of the selected molecules, as well as their diversity. After 
mutation, the resulting molecules undergo to an amplification process, to have their 
numbers increased. The sequence selection, mutagenesis and amplification constitute a cycle 
of the in vitro evolution process. The cycle is repeated until molecules having the desired 
properties are finally selected.  
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due to the number of variables involved and the lack of consensus in relation to their 
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describes in detail the basic three steps composing a PCR process namely, (1) DNA 
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iterative steps are temperature-dependent and cyclically executed. The amplification process 
is responsible for producing a vast amount of copies from a small amount of DNA 
sequences (template). Critical to the amplification process is the adequate choice of a pair of 
primes. Considerations focusing on the importance of a well designed primer pair for the 
success of a PCR process as well as the main difficulties to design them are also presented. 
Section 3 specifies and details the main variables to be considered when designing primers. 
Particular attention is given to the values assigned to the variables as well as their impact on 
the results.  
Section 4 deals specifically with the use of a heuristic search method known as Simulated 
Annealing (SA) for solving the problem of finding an adequate pair of primes for a PCR 
process. As it is well known, the definition of a suitable objective (or fitness) function is a 
critical aspect when using SA for solving a problem. Aiming at promoting readability, 
Section 4 has been divided into two subsections. Subsection 4.1 presents the construction of 
the function in a systematic objective and didactic way, taking into account the variables 
and parameters listed in Section 3. It describes how they are combined into a function to be 
used to direct the search process conducted by the proposed customized version of SA. For 
a proper evaluation of a primer pair, the fitness function is defined considering how each 
variable value (size, composition, annealing temperature, etc.), calculated for each primer in 
a pair, differs from a pre-established set of values. 
Subsection 4.2 focuses on the description of two releases of SAPrimer software, which 
implements an user-friendly computational environment to search for optimal pair of 
primers. Details of the main common functionalities of both releases (SAPrimer (R1) and 
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evaluated and chosen (Montera & Nicoletti, 2008). Subsection 4.2 also discusses some new 
features incorporated to SAPrimer (R2). Particularly the search process was modified so that 
instead of keeping only one primer pair as a candidate solution, a list of the best primer 
pairs found so far during the iterative process is kept and, as final result, the list of selected 
pairs, ordered by their fitness values, is returned to the user. Other new functionalities 
included in SAPrimer (R2) are also discussed, such as finding primers for any user-defined 
frame size and finding degenerate primers for a given protein sequence. 
Finally, Section 5 presents the final considerations and highlights the main contributions 
that the proposal and the available software can offer to those who need assistance for 
conducting PCR-related experiments. 
 
2. The Role of Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) in Molecular Evolution and 
the Role of Primers in PCR 
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to simulate the Darwinian evolution. One of its main goals is to obtain proteins with certain 
properties enhanced. The process starts with a pool of DNA (or RNA) molecules and, by 
implementing an iterative process of recombination, tries to construct new functional 
sequences from the previous ones. 
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and codon shuffling (Chopra & Ranganathan, 2003). A review of some molecular evolution 
methods for enzymes can be found in (Lutz & Patrick, 2004). Usually, directed molecular 
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The process of in vitro evolution, as described in (Sun, 1999) and schematically shown in Fig. 
1, starts by constructing a library of (DNA, RNA or protein) molecules using (1) random 
molecules of peptides or oligonucleotides or (2) variants of one or more parent molecule(s) 
obtained through mutagenesis, as described next. Usually option (1) is not appealing due to 
the vast amount of resulting molecules and their high diversity. However, a library built 
using a process of mutation (mutagenesis) from one or a few molecules, which are already 
known to have some desired property, can be more appealing, since diversity can be kept 
under control. The initial library (Pool 1 in Fig. 1) is then input to a process that selects 
potentially relevant molecules (i.e., those that can have a desired function) - generally only a 
small number of molecules are selected. Next a process of mutation (mutagenesis) is used in 
order to increase the number of the selected molecules, as well as their diversity. After 
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numbers increased. The sequence selection, mutagenesis and amplification constitute a cycle 
of the in vitro evolution process. The cycle is repeated until molecules having the desired 
properties are finally selected.  
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Fig. 1. General in vitro evolution scheme 
 
Both mutagenesis and amplification are basic processes in in vitro evolution experiments. 
Mutagenesis can be used either for creating the initial molecular library or for increasing the 
molecular diversity, after a selection process took place, as shows Fig. 1. The amplification 
process allows the production of multiple copies of chosen target molecules and can be 
implemented by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), that can be improved by using the 
primer search strategy described in the following sections of this chapter.  
As defined in (Metzker & Caskey, 2001), “PCR is an elegant but simple technique for the in 
vitro amplification of target DNA using DNA polymerase and two specific oligonucleotide 
or primer sequences flanking the region of interest”. The DNA polymerase synthesizes a 
new double-stranded of DNA from a single-stranded template. So that, it is necessary a 3’  
5’ primer (reverse) to make a complementary strand from a template in 5’ 3’ direction, and 
a 5’  3’ primer (forward) to make a complementary strand from a template in 3’  5’ 
direction. In a PCR cycle, the three temperature-controlled steps pictorially shown in Fig. 2 
are: 
 
(1) Denaturing: double-stranded DNA molecules are heated so that each double-stranded 
DNA molecule is completely separated into two single-stranded molecules; 
(2) Annealing: the temperature is lowered such that primers anneal to their 
complementary single-stranded sequences;  
(3) Extension: the temperature is raised up achieving an optimum point for the 
polymerase to react. DNA polymerases use the single-stranded molecules as 




Fig. 2. The three temperature-controlled steps of a PCR process 
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PCR-based DNA technology can be used to perform mutation and recombination. As stated 
in (Tait & Horton, 1998), “The application of PCR techniques has blurred the distinctions 
among mutagenesis, recombination, and synthesis of genes. The product of PCR-based 
manipulations is really a mosaic in which sequences derived from natural sources are 
connected by sequences derived from the synthetic oligonucleotide primers used to direct 
the amplification; essentially any desired gene sequence can be constructed by combining 
natural, mutant, and synthetic regions”. 
The success of a PCR is highly dependent on the primer pair chosen and on the 
experimental conditions in which the reaction occurs, such as the number of cycles, the 
temperature and the time involved in each individual step as well as the quality and the 
volume of primers used in the annealing step. The denaturation and the annealing 
temperatures are directly dependent on the primers used. An exhaustive list of variables 
and parameters that interfere in a PCR experiment as well as a discussion about PCR 
techniques, its results, limitations and applications can be found in (Hugles & Moody, 2008; 
Dieffenbach & Dveksler, 2003; Kanagawa, 2003; Metzker & Caskey, 2001; He et al., 1994; 
Nuovo, et al., 1993; Innis & Gelfand, 1990; Allawi & SantaLucia, 1998a; Allawi & SantaLucia, 
1998b; Allawi & SantaLucia, 1998c; Allawi & SantaLucia, 1997). Of particular interest for the 
work described in this chapter is the adequate choice of a pair of primes. 
It is important to mention, as pointed out in (Hassibi et al., 2004), that “while in theory one 
would expect an exponential growth for the target as a function of PCR cycles (i.e., 2n times 
the original DNA number, after n cycles), in practice, replication processes measured by 
different real-time PCR systems show varying yields, suggesting a biochemical random 
process. In addition to variable gains and inconsistent amplification levels within a PCR 
process, there is also the likelihood of creating non-specific byproducts (i.e., DNA strands 
different from the target) as well as of inserting mutations into the product, which further 
degrades the quality of the PCR product”. 
Besides DNA amplification and molecular evolution, PCR-based methods have been 
associated to a variety of processes. Studies of gene expression level (Isenbarger et al., 2008; 
Dixon et al., 2007), loss of allelic heterozygosity (LOH) (Vladušić et al., 2010; Chih-Ming et 
al., 2009; Franko et al., 2008; Saelee et al., 2008), microsatellite instability (MSI) (Eveno et al., 
2010; Bertagnolli et al., 2009), microdeletions (Kolb et al., 2010; Pasmant et al., 2009), 
quantification of small ncRNAs (Ro et al., 2006; Berezikov et al., 2006) and detection of low-
level mutations (Milbury et al., 2009) are a few examples of the popularity, success and 
diversity of uses of PCR. Some of the examples can be characterized as quantitative PCR or 
Real Time PCR (Lan et al., 2009; Roux, 2009; VanGuilder et al., 2008; Pattyn et al., 2003; 
Vandesompele et al., 2002) or quantitative multiplex PCR (Sasaki et al., 2010; Wang et al., 
2009; Castellsagué et al., 2008), Inter-Alu PCR (Bonafè et al., 2001; Srivastava et al., 2005), or 
COLD-PCR (Milbury et al., 2009) and miniprimer PCR (Isenbarger et al., 2008). 
 
3. Primers and Their Main Characteristics 
The primer pair that can be used in the annealing step of a PCR is not unique, since forward 
and reverse primers with different sizes are possible. This poses a non-deterministic aspect 
to the process. The pair of primers that promotes the best results of a PCR (i.e., the pair that 
optimizes the amount and the specificity of the product) is named optimum pair. 
 
Finding the optimum pair involves the simultaneous analysis of many parameters like 
primer size, primer contents of cytosine and guanine bases, melting temperature of the 
DNA strands, 3’ end composition, specificity, formation of secondary structure between 
forward and reverse primers or between two forward or two reverse primers, and several 
others. Since there is not a unique value that defines the proper value for each one of these 
variables, generally a range of values is considered. For example, the goal could be to find a 
primer whose length is in the interval 18-30 bp having its cytosine and guanine composition 
(%CG) between 40-60%. 
Frequently value restrictions imposed on some variables can conflict with values assigned to 
other variables. In spite of the non-existence of a consensus for the exact values of several 
parameters, studies can be found in the literature establishing values, or intervals of values 
for them (Apte & Daniel, 2009; Vikalo et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2006; Acinas et al., 2005; Abd-
Elsalam, 2003; Kanagawa, 2003; Sommer & Tautz, 1989). 
Each of the next four subsections groups important primer characteristics which will be 
used to create specific metrics to be incorporated into the objective function used by the SA 
(described in Section 4). The criterion used for grouping them is identified in the title of the 
corresponding subsection. 
 
3.1 Repeats, runs and secondary structures 
The repetition of nucleotide sequences (named repeat) inside of a primer sequence should be 
avoided since the occurrence of repeats can favor the occurrence of misprimes, i.e., a 
misplaced annealing between the template and the primer sequence that causes the 
amplification of a region different from the target region. The occurrence of a long repetition 
of one single base in the primer sequence is named run. Runs should be avoided because 
they can favor misprimes. 
Another important characteristic that should be avoided during a primer design is their self-
complementarity, which promotes the primer-primer annealing. Self-complementary primer 
sequences can affect the PCR efficiency by reducing the concentration of single-stranded 
primers since some annealed primer-primer could be extended by the polymerase, resulting 
in an unwanted non-specific product. Three distinct primer-primer annealing situations can 
occur, promoting the construction of secondary structures known as self-dimer (annealing 
between two forward or two reverse primer sequences), hetero-dimer (annealing between one 
forward and one reverse primer sequence), and hairpins (annealing of a primer sequence, to 
itself). 
 
3.2 Specificity and primer length 
A forward primer is considered specific if it anneals to the template just at the beginning of 
the target region. A reverse primer is considered specific if it anneals to the template just at 
the ending of the target region. The specificity of a primer is highly important to assure that 
the PCR product will correspond exactly to the target region, that is, to the region to be 
amplified. A way to evaluate the specificity of a primer sequence is by ‘sliding’ it along the 
length of the template, trying to detect alternative priming sites, other than the target region. 
Clearly, primers that promote alternative annealing sites are not a good choice. The 
specificity is closely related to the primer length. 
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used to create specific metrics to be incorporated into the objective function used by the SA 
(described in Section 4). The criterion used for grouping them is identified in the title of the 
corresponding subsection. 
 
3.1 Repeats, runs and secondary structures 
The repetition of nucleotide sequences (named repeat) inside of a primer sequence should be 
avoided since the occurrence of repeats can favor the occurrence of misprimes, i.e., a 
misplaced annealing between the template and the primer sequence that causes the 
amplification of a region different from the target region. The occurrence of a long repetition 
of one single base in the primer sequence is named run. Runs should be avoided because 
they can favor misprimes. 
Another important characteristic that should be avoided during a primer design is their self-
complementarity, which promotes the primer-primer annealing. Self-complementary primer 
sequences can affect the PCR efficiency by reducing the concentration of single-stranded 
primers since some annealed primer-primer could be extended by the polymerase, resulting 
in an unwanted non-specific product. Three distinct primer-primer annealing situations can 
occur, promoting the construction of secondary structures known as self-dimer (annealing 
between two forward or two reverse primer sequences), hetero-dimer (annealing between one 
forward and one reverse primer sequence), and hairpins (annealing of a primer sequence, to 
itself). 
 
3.2 Specificity and primer length 
A forward primer is considered specific if it anneals to the template just at the beginning of 
the target region. A reverse primer is considered specific if it anneals to the template just at 
the ending of the target region. The specificity of a primer is highly important to assure that 
the PCR product will correspond exactly to the target region, that is, to the region to be 
amplified. A way to evaluate the specificity of a primer sequence is by ‘sliding’ it along the 
length of the template, trying to detect alternative priming sites, other than the target region. 
Clearly, primers that promote alternative annealing sites are not a good choice. The 
specificity is closely related to the primer length. 
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The choice of primer lenght involves at least three parameters: specificity, annealing stability 
and cost. The longer is the primer, the smaller are the chances of existing alternative priming 
sites, i.e., the longer the primers, the more specific they are. Longer primers are more stable 
due to the greater number of hydrogen bonds they form with the template. Longer primers, 
however, are more biased to the formation of secondary structures and are financially more 
expensive to be produced. Shorter primers, in spite of their lower cost, are prone to anneal 
outside the target region, resulting in non-specific product, lowering the quality of the PCR 
product. There is no single optimum length for a primer. A rule-of-thumb suggested in 
(Abd-Elsalam, 2003) is “primers of 18–30 nucleotides in length are the best”. 
 
3.3 The %CG content and the 3´ end 
The percentage of cytosine (C) and guanine (G) bases (%CG) in a primer sequence is very 
important because these numbers provide information about the annealing 
stability/strength. The binding between thymine (T) and adenine (A) bases occurs due to 
the formation of two hydrogen bonds; the binding between cytosine (C) and guanine (G) 
bases occurs due to the formation of three hydrogen bonds, making the latter more stable 
and more difficult to be formed and broken. As a consequence, the CG content of a primer 
directly influences the temperature in which the annealing between the primer and the 
template will occur. In general, primers with a CG content varying between 40% and 60% 
are preferred. 
Mismatches can occur during the annealing between a primer and a template. They can be 
located anywhere (inside or at the end of the primer–template complex) and can affect the 
stability of the complex, causing undesirable side effects as far as the efficiency of the 
polymerase extension process is concerned. A mismatch located at (or near) the 3’ end of a 
primer (where the extension by polymerase starts) has a greater damaging effect than those 
located at other positions (Kwok et al., 1990). Based on this information, it can be inferred 
that the 3’ end of a primer should be well “stuck” to the template, so that the polymerase 
can start and conduct the extension process efficiently. Due to the strong binding between 
the C and G bases, the presence of either at the 3 ́ end of a primer should be preferred (over 
the occurrence of a T or A) since this will (potentially) assure more stability to the primer-
template complex. 
 
3.4 Melting and annealing temperatures 
The melting temperature (Tm) is the temperature at which 50% of the DNA molecules are in 
duplex form and the other 50% are in denaturated form. In a PCR, it is expected that while 
the template molecules denature, the primer molecules anneal to the single-stranded 
resulting sequences (templates). The temperature at which the annealing between the 
primer and the template occurs is defined as the annealing temperature (Ta). The Tm value 
can be defined in relation to both the product (amplified templates) and the primers; the Ta 
calculation is particularly dependent on both. There are several different methods to 
estimate the Tm value, which can be broadly classified according to the adopted 
methodology: Basic (only considers the %CG content), Salt Adjusted (takes into account the 
salt concentration at the solution) and Thermodynamic (uses the Nearest Neighbor model). 
The most basic formula for the Tm calculation was given in (Wallace et al., 1979) and is 
shown in eq. (1) in Table 1, where |C|, |G|, |A| and |T| represent, respectively, the 
 
number of cytosine, guanine, adenine and thymine bases present in the DNA sequence. Eq. 
(1) establishes that value of Tm is directly related to the length and contents of a DNA 
sequence. Another basic formulation, proposed in (Marmur & Doty, 1962), is given by eq. (2) 
in Table 1, which assumes that the reaction occurs at the standard conditions of pH = 7.0, 
50mM Na+ and 50nM of primer concentration. The salt adjusted formulation proposed in 
(Howley et al., 1979), considering the same values for the pH and sequence concentration as 
in (Marmur & Doty, 1962), is given by eq. (3), in Table 1.  
 















Table 1. Basic and salt adjusted Tm formulas 
 
Formulations dependent on the Nearest Neighbor (NN) model are widely used; one of the 
reasons is due to “the stability of a DNA duplex appears to depend primarily on the identity 
of the nearest neighbor bases”, as stated in (Breslauer et al., 1986). Considering the four 
bases, there are sixteen different pairwise nearest neighbor possibilities that can be used to 
predict the stability and the Tm of a duplex. The NN model establishes values for the 
enthalpy and entropy variation (represented by ∆H and ∆S, respectively) to each one of the 
sixteen pairs. Several studies propose different values for ∆H and ∆S, as those ones 
described in (Breslauer et al., 1986) , (Sugimoto et al., 1996) and (SantaLucia et al., 1996). The 
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A commonly used formulation to calculate the Tm value considering the contribution of the 
NN model was proposed in (Rychlik et al., 1990) and is given by eq. (5), where R = 1.987 
cal/ºC*mol is the molar gas constant, γ is the primer concentration in the solution, [Na+] is 
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The choice of primer lenght involves at least three parameters: specificity, annealing stability 
and cost. The longer is the primer, the smaller are the chances of existing alternative priming 
sites, i.e., the longer the primers, the more specific they are. Longer primers are more stable 
due to the greater number of hydrogen bonds they form with the template. Longer primers, 
however, are more biased to the formation of secondary structures and are financially more 
expensive to be produced. Shorter primers, in spite of their lower cost, are prone to anneal 
outside the target region, resulting in non-specific product, lowering the quality of the PCR 
product. There is no single optimum length for a primer. A rule-of-thumb suggested in 
(Abd-Elsalam, 2003) is “primers of 18–30 nucleotides in length are the best”. 
 
3.3 The %CG content and the 3´ end 
The percentage of cytosine (C) and guanine (G) bases (%CG) in a primer sequence is very 
important because these numbers provide information about the annealing 
stability/strength. The binding between thymine (T) and adenine (A) bases occurs due to 
the formation of two hydrogen bonds; the binding between cytosine (C) and guanine (G) 
bases occurs due to the formation of three hydrogen bonds, making the latter more stable 
and more difficult to be formed and broken. As a consequence, the CG content of a primer 
directly influences the temperature in which the annealing between the primer and the 
template will occur. In general, primers with a CG content varying between 40% and 60% 
are preferred. 
Mismatches can occur during the annealing between a primer and a template. They can be 
located anywhere (inside or at the end of the primer–template complex) and can affect the 
stability of the complex, causing undesirable side effects as far as the efficiency of the 
polymerase extension process is concerned. A mismatch located at (or near) the 3’ end of a 
primer (where the extension by polymerase starts) has a greater damaging effect than those 
located at other positions (Kwok et al., 1990). Based on this information, it can be inferred 
that the 3’ end of a primer should be well “stuck” to the template, so that the polymerase 
can start and conduct the extension process efficiently. Due to the strong binding between 
the C and G bases, the presence of either at the 3 ́ end of a primer should be preferred (over 
the occurrence of a T or A) since this will (potentially) assure more stability to the primer-
template complex. 
 
3.4 Melting and annealing temperatures 
The melting temperature (Tm) is the temperature at which 50% of the DNA molecules are in 
duplex form and the other 50% are in denaturated form. In a PCR, it is expected that while 
the template molecules denature, the primer molecules anneal to the single-stranded 
resulting sequences (templates). The temperature at which the annealing between the 
primer and the template occurs is defined as the annealing temperature (Ta). The Tm value 
can be defined in relation to both the product (amplified templates) and the primers; the Ta 
calculation is particularly dependent on both. There are several different methods to 
estimate the Tm value, which can be broadly classified according to the adopted 
methodology: Basic (only considers the %CG content), Salt Adjusted (takes into account the 
salt concentration at the solution) and Thermodynamic (uses the Nearest Neighbor model). 
The most basic formula for the Tm calculation was given in (Wallace et al., 1979) and is 
shown in eq. (1) in Table 1, where |C|, |G|, |A| and |T| represent, respectively, the 
 
number of cytosine, guanine, adenine and thymine bases present in the DNA sequence. Eq. 
(1) establishes that value of Tm is directly related to the length and contents of a DNA 
sequence. Another basic formulation, proposed in (Marmur & Doty, 1962), is given by eq. (2) 
in Table 1, which assumes that the reaction occurs at the standard conditions of pH = 7.0, 
50mM Na+ and 50nM of primer concentration. The salt adjusted formulation proposed in 
(Howley et al., 1979), considering the same values for the pH and sequence concentration as 
in (Marmur & Doty, 1962), is given by eq. (3), in Table 1.  
 















Table 1. Basic and salt adjusted Tm formulas 
 
Formulations dependent on the Nearest Neighbor (NN) model are widely used; one of the 
reasons is due to “the stability of a DNA duplex appears to depend primarily on the identity 
of the nearest neighbor bases”, as stated in (Breslauer et al., 1986). Considering the four 
bases, there are sixteen different pairwise nearest neighbor possibilities that can be used to 
predict the stability and the Tm of a duplex. The NN model establishes values for the 
enthalpy and entropy variation (represented by ∆H and ∆S, respectively) to each one of the 
sixteen pairs. Several studies propose different values for ∆H and ∆S, as those ones 
described in (Breslauer et al., 1986) , (Sugimoto et al., 1996) and (SantaLucia et al., 1996). The 
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A commonly used formulation to calculate the Tm value considering the contribution of the 
NN model was proposed in (Rychlik et al., 1990) and is given by eq. (5), where R = 1.987 
cal/ºC*mol is the molar gas constant, γ is the primer concentration in the solution, [Na+] is 
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A few other proposals to calculate Tm can be found in the literature. It is important to 
mention, however, that all the attempts to define a proper value for Tm are only an 
approximation of the real melting temperature since, as commented in (Kämpke et al., 2001), 
“A proper computation of the primer melting temperature does not appear to exist”. a 
comparative study of different melting temperature calculation methods as well as the 
influence of the different NN interaction values available for the Tm calculations is presented 
in (Panjkovich & Melo, 2005). 
Although there have been some attempts to estimate Ta (such as in (Rychlik et al., 1990)), it 
seems that there is a consensus in the literature that the Ta value should be empirically 
determined (see (Innis & Gelfand, 1990)). 
 
4. A Customized Simulated Annealing Algorithm for PCR Primer Design 
Generally speaking, simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) is a probabilistic 
algorithm suitable for finding a good approximation to a global optimum of a given 
function in a large search space. It is based on successive steps, which depend on an 
arbitrarily set parameter named temperature (T). 
In this chapter the design of a primer pair has been approached as an optimization problem, 
using a customized SA to conduct a search process throughout the space of all possible 
primer pairs, trying to find an optimal solution (i.e., a primer pair) to a function. The SA 
technique is heavily dependent on an appropriate choice of the function to be optimized. 
For this particular domain, the function was constructed based on the primer relevant 
characteristics for a successful PCR when amplifying a given DNA target, as described in 
Section 3. The next two subsections focus, respectively, on the construction of the objective 
function and on the description and use of the two releases of the SAPrimer software, that 
implement the search for an optimal pair of primers using the objective function previously 
constructed. 
 
4.1 Constructing the objective function 
Before presenting and discussing the function used in the experiments, the basic metrics 
implemented for evaluating primer characteristics are described in Table 2, where fp and rp 
represent the forward and reverse primer in a primer pair, respectively. 
In order to “measure” how “good” a primer pair (fp, rp) is (relative to the probability of a 
successful PCR), it is mandatory to evaluate its conformity to a pre-established (user-
defined) range of values, as well as to check the occurrence of any of unwanted 
characteristics, such as runs, repeats, secondary structures and non-specificity. The range of 
parameter values that should be defined by the user are listed in Table 3. 
In Table 3, the parameter MAX_DIF establishes the allowed maximum Tm difference (Tmdif) 
between the forward and the reverse primer. Both Tm and Tm difference are measured in 
Celsius degree (ºC). The 3’_END is a Boolean parameter that specifies the user preference (or 
not) for the occurrence of base C or G at the 3’ end of the primer sequences. 
As there is no agreement about the best Tm formula to be used, the Tm value is estimated by 
the average of all Tm values calculated using all distinct formulas described in Table 1 of 
Section 3.4. When Tm uses the enthalpy and entropy contribution, a calculation is done for 
each distinct NN interaction values proposed in (Breslauer et al., 1986), (Sugimoto et al., 
1996)  and (SantaLucia et al., 1996). 
 
The function to evaluate a primer pair (fp, rp) used for implementing the SA algorithm is 
given by eq. (6). It “measures” how well the argument pair fits the pre-established range of 
values (for the characteristics given in Table 3) and how “good” it is, concerning others (e.g. 
absence of repeats, runs, etc.), by associating a “cost”to the unwanted values of the 
characteristics. The highest is the function value, the less suitable is the primer pair given as 
its argument, since costs indicate how far the characteristics of a primer pair are from those 
pre-established by the user. 
 
Metric Type Description 
len(fp), len(rp) integer Gives the length of the argument sequence  
 
CG(fp), CG(rp) real Gives the % of C and G bases in the 
argument sequence 
 
Tm(fp), Tm(rp) real Gives the Tm of the argument sequence  
 
Tmdif(fp, rp) real Gives the Tm difference between the 
argument sequences 
 
3’_end(fp), 3’_end(rp) Boolean Checks the existence of a C or G base at the 
3’ end of the argument sequence  
 
run(fp), run(rp) Boolean Checks the existence of runs in the 
argument sequence 
 
repeat(fp), repeat(rp) Boolean Checks the existence of repeats in the 
argument sequence 
 
spec(fp), spec(rp) Boolean Checks the specificity of the argument 
sequence  
 
sec(fp, rp) Boolean Checks the existence of secondary 
structures in the argument sequences 
Table 2. Basic metrics for evaluating a primer 
 
Parameter Range of values/Type 
LENGTH_INTERVAL [MIN_LEN, MAX_LEN] / both integer 
%CG_CONTENT [MIN_CG, MAX_CG] /both real 
Tm [MIN_Tm, MAX_Tm] / both real 
MAX_DIF - / real 
3’_END - / Boolean 
Table 3. User-defined parameter values 
 
      fitness (fp, rp) = len_cost(fp) + len_cost(rp) + %CG_cost(fp) +  
                                  + %CG_cost(rp) + 3*(Tm_cost(fp) + Tm_cost(rp)) + 
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A few other proposals to calculate Tm can be found in the literature. It is important to 
mention, however, that all the attempts to define a proper value for Tm are only an 
approximation of the real melting temperature since, as commented in (Kämpke et al., 2001), 
“A proper computation of the primer melting temperature does not appear to exist”. a 
comparative study of different melting temperature calculation methods as well as the 
influence of the different NN interaction values available for the Tm calculations is presented 
in (Panjkovich & Melo, 2005). 
Although there have been some attempts to estimate Ta (such as in (Rychlik et al., 1990)), it 
seems that there is a consensus in the literature that the Ta value should be empirically 
determined (see (Innis & Gelfand, 1990)). 
 
4. A Customized Simulated Annealing Algorithm for PCR Primer Design 
Generally speaking, simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) is a probabilistic 
algorithm suitable for finding a good approximation to a global optimum of a given 
function in a large search space. It is based on successive steps, which depend on an 
arbitrarily set parameter named temperature (T). 
In this chapter the design of a primer pair has been approached as an optimization problem, 
using a customized SA to conduct a search process throughout the space of all possible 
primer pairs, trying to find an optimal solution (i.e., a primer pair) to a function. The SA 
technique is heavily dependent on an appropriate choice of the function to be optimized. 
For this particular domain, the function was constructed based on the primer relevant 
characteristics for a successful PCR when amplifying a given DNA target, as described in 
Section 3. The next two subsections focus, respectively, on the construction of the objective 
function and on the description and use of the two releases of the SAPrimer software, that 
implement the search for an optimal pair of primers using the objective function previously 
constructed. 
 
4.1 Constructing the objective function 
Before presenting and discussing the function used in the experiments, the basic metrics 
implemented for evaluating primer characteristics are described in Table 2, where fp and rp 
represent the forward and reverse primer in a primer pair, respectively. 
In order to “measure” how “good” a primer pair (fp, rp) is (relative to the probability of a 
successful PCR), it is mandatory to evaluate its conformity to a pre-established (user-
defined) range of values, as well as to check the occurrence of any of unwanted 
characteristics, such as runs, repeats, secondary structures and non-specificity. The range of 
parameter values that should be defined by the user are listed in Table 3. 
In Table 3, the parameter MAX_DIF establishes the allowed maximum Tm difference (Tmdif) 
between the forward and the reverse primer. Both Tm and Tm difference are measured in 
Celsius degree (ºC). The 3’_END is a Boolean parameter that specifies the user preference (or 
not) for the occurrence of base C or G at the 3’ end of the primer sequences. 
As there is no agreement about the best Tm formula to be used, the Tm value is estimated by 
the average of all Tm values calculated using all distinct formulas described in Table 1 of 
Section 3.4. When Tm uses the enthalpy and entropy contribution, a calculation is done for 
each distinct NN interaction values proposed in (Breslauer et al., 1986), (Sugimoto et al., 
1996)  and (SantaLucia et al., 1996). 
 
The function to evaluate a primer pair (fp, rp) used for implementing the SA algorithm is 
given by eq. (6). It “measures” how well the argument pair fits the pre-established range of 
values (for the characteristics given in Table 3) and how “good” it is, concerning others (e.g. 
absence of repeats, runs, etc.), by associating a “cost”to the unwanted values of the 
characteristics. The highest is the function value, the less suitable is the primer pair given as 
its argument, since costs indicate how far the characteristics of a primer pair are from those 
pre-established by the user. 
 
Metric Type Description 
len(fp), len(rp) integer Gives the length of the argument sequence  
 
CG(fp), CG(rp) real Gives the % of C and G bases in the 
argument sequence 
 
Tm(fp), Tm(rp) real Gives the Tm of the argument sequence  
 
Tmdif(fp, rp) real Gives the Tm difference between the 
argument sequences 
 
3’_end(fp), 3’_end(rp) Boolean Checks the existence of a C or G base at the 
3’ end of the argument sequence  
 
run(fp), run(rp) Boolean Checks the existence of runs in the 
argument sequence 
 
repeat(fp), repeat(rp) Boolean Checks the existence of repeats in the 
argument sequence 
 
spec(fp), spec(rp) Boolean Checks the specificity of the argument 
sequence  
 
sec(fp, rp) Boolean Checks the existence of secondary 
structures in the argument sequences 
Table 2. Basic metrics for evaluating a primer 
 
Parameter Range of values/Type 
LENGTH_INTERVAL [MIN_LEN, MAX_LEN] / both integer 
%CG_CONTENT [MIN_CG, MAX_CG] /both real 
Tm [MIN_Tm, MAX_Tm] / both real 
MAX_DIF - / real 
3’_END - / Boolean 
Table 3. User-defined parameter values 
 
      fitness (fp, rp) = len_cost(fp) + len_cost(rp) + %CG_cost(fp) +  
                                  + %CG_cost(rp) + 3*(Tm_cost(fp) + Tm_cost(rp)) + 
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                                  + Tmdif_cost(fp, rp) + 3’_end_cost(fp) +  
                                  + 3’_end_cost(rp) + run_cost(fp) + run_cost(rp) +  
                                  + repeat_cost(fp) + repeat_cost(rp) + spec_cost(fp) +  
                                  + spec_cost(rp) + sec_struc_cost(fp, rp) 
(6) 
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The first three cost functions assign a cost to a primer (forward or reverse) whose values for 
primer length, %CG content and melting temperature, respectively, are outside the pre-
established limits given in Table 3. The fourth cost function (Tmdif_cost) assigns a cost to a 
primer pair depending on its temperature difference be higher than the user-defined 
parameter MAX_DIF. 
The inclusion of the fifth cost function for the calculation of the value of fitness is dependent 
on the information given by the user  regarding his/her preference (or not) for a base C or G 
at the 3’ end of the primers. If the user has no preference, 3’_end_cost(sq) is not included in 
the fitness calculation. Otherwise, the non-existence of a C or G base at the 3’ end of a primer 
adds the arbitrary cost of 5 to the fitness value. The cost associated to the presence of runs 
and repeats is given by the functions run_cost and repeat_cost, respectively, which add a 
cost of 5 to each time a run or a repeat is found. The spec_cost function is similar to the two 
previous cost functions. 
The last cost function assigns a cost to the possible secondary structures that may be formed 
in each of the following five groups (Gi, i = 1,...,5): hetero-dimer, self-dimer (forward), self-
dimer (reverse), hairpin (forward) and hairpin (reverse). In each group, different annealing 
situations can happen. The sec_struc_cost function takes into consideration only the 
annealing situation with the highest cost per group (highest_cost(Gi)). The cost of any 
annealing situation is given as the sum of the numbers of A-T matches (costs 2 each) and C-
G matches (costs 4 each), as suggested in (Kämpke et al., 2001). 
The pseudocode of the implemented SA algorithm is given in Fig. 3. The algorithm starts by 
randomly choosing a pair of primers (referred to as current) fp_cur and rp_cur, such that 
|fp_cur| = m and |rp_cur| = n with MIN_LEN ≤ m, n ≤ MAX_LEN; the first m bases and 
the last n complementary bases of the target DNA sequence are the fp_cur and rp_cur 
respectively and their cost is evaluated.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the customized SA algorithm used by SAPrimer 
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                                  + Tmdif_cost(fp, rp) + 3’_end_cost(fp) +  
                                  + 3’_end_cost(rp) + run_cost(fp) + run_cost(rp) +  
                                  + repeat_cost(fp) + repeat_cost(rp) + spec_cost(fp) +  
                                  + spec_cost(rp) + sec_struc_cost(fp, rp) 
(6) 
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The first three cost functions assign a cost to a primer (forward or reverse) whose values for 
primer length, %CG content and melting temperature, respectively, are outside the pre-
established limits given in Table 3. The fourth cost function (Tmdif_cost) assigns a cost to a 
primer pair depending on its temperature difference be higher than the user-defined 
parameter MAX_DIF. 
The inclusion of the fifth cost function for the calculation of the value of fitness is dependent 
on the information given by the user  regarding his/her preference (or not) for a base C or G 
at the 3’ end of the primers. If the user has no preference, 3’_end_cost(sq) is not included in 
the fitness calculation. Otherwise, the non-existence of a C or G base at the 3’ end of a primer 
adds the arbitrary cost of 5 to the fitness value. The cost associated to the presence of runs 
and repeats is given by the functions run_cost and repeat_cost, respectively, which add a 
cost of 5 to each time a run or a repeat is found. The spec_cost function is similar to the two 
previous cost functions. 
The last cost function assigns a cost to the possible secondary structures that may be formed 
in each of the following five groups (Gi, i = 1,...,5): hetero-dimer, self-dimer (forward), self-
dimer (reverse), hairpin (forward) and hairpin (reverse). In each group, different annealing 
situations can happen. The sec_struc_cost function takes into consideration only the 
annealing situation with the highest cost per group (highest_cost(Gi)). The cost of any 
annealing situation is given as the sum of the numbers of A-T matches (costs 2 each) and C-
G matches (costs 4 each), as suggested in (Kämpke et al., 2001). 
The pseudocode of the implemented SA algorithm is given in Fig. 3. The algorithm starts by 
randomly choosing a pair of primers (referred to as current) fp_cur and rp_cur, such that 
|fp_cur| = m and |rp_cur| = n with MIN_LEN ≤ m, n ≤ MAX_LEN; the first m bases and 
the last n complementary bases of the target DNA sequence are the fp_cur and rp_cur 
respectively and their cost is evaluated.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Pseudocode of the customized SA algorithm used by SAPrimer 
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At each step, the algorithm randomly chooses a new candidate-pair (fp_new, rp_new) in the 
neighborhood of the current pair; any primer pair such that |fp_cur|– 3 ≤ |fp_new| ≤ 
|fp_cur| + 3 and |rp_cur| – 3 ≤ |rp_new| ≤ |rp_cur| + 3 has its cost evaluated. The cost 
value of the new candidate solution is then compared with the cost of the current solution. 
The primer pair with the smaller cost becomes the current pair. Notice, however, that even if 
the new candidate has a bigger fitness value, it can be chosen as the current pair, depending 
on a probability function based on both the T parameter and the ∆E parameter (where ∆E is 
the difference between the new and current solution cost). The acceptance of a solution with 
a higher cost is an attempt to prevent local minima. The value of 200 assigned to the T 
parameter was empirically determined as well the decreasing_factor of 0.999.  
 
4.2 The SAPrimer – An automatic environment for searching an optimal pair of 
primers 
Both releases of SAPrimer were developed using Builder C++ environment and run under 
the Windows operating system or under the Linux operating system with an appropriated 
emulator. They are user-friendly and do not require in-depth knowledge of primer design 
or heuristic methods. 
SAPrimer (R2) takes as input a DNA or a protein sequence, which can be described in fasta 
or text plain format, and find a primer pair that amplifies the input sequence. If not 
modified by the user, default values are used for all parameters involved in the primer 
search: minimum and maximum values for Tm, %CG, primer length, Tm difference and 3' 
end preference, besides those ones that control the SA algorithm: initial temperature and 
decreasing factor. SAPrimer (R1) takes as input only DNA sequences. 
Fig. 4 shows the use of the SAPrimer (R2) when searching for a suitable primer pair to 
amplify the DREB1A gene from Arabidopsis thaliana (NCBI Reference Sequence: 
NC_003075.4). Genes from this family exhibit tolerance to abiotic stresses such as low 
temperatures and drought. The parameters in Fig. 4 are shown with their default values. 
SAPrimer (R2) prompts the best primer pair found (forward and reverse), showing its 
length, %CG, Tm and fitness. The list of the best ten primer pairs found is given by clicking 
on the button “See best 10 primer pairs”. A graphic is plotted showing, at each iteration, the 
fitness of the current solution as evidence of the process convergence (or not).  
Notice in Fig. 4, that the optimal primer pair found does not conform to the %CG restriction 
once the reverse primer has only 20.83% of bases C and G in its composition. Furthermore, 
the reverse primer does not include a C or G base at its 3’ end. These restrictions fail due to 
the low GC content at the 3´ extremity of the DREB1A gene sequence (among the last 45 
bases, only 4 are C and 8 are G). As explained in Subsection 4.1, an optimal primer pair is a 
pair that deviates the least from the user-defined parameter values; a solution will always be 
found, even in cases where there is no primer pair satisfying all restrictions. This decision 
prevents the user from not obtaining results; them results that do not entirely conform to the 
user’s specifications are taken into account. This is not the case of a few computational 
systems; as an example, the online available software Primer32 (Rozen & Skaletsky, 2000) 
could not find any solution under the same entries used in the example given in Fig. 4.  
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graphic interface. Generally, considering a sequence S = s0, s1, ..., sn to perform the search mode 
1) for a frame of size k, k < n, the SA (as described in Fig. 3) must be executed n–k times, one 
for each possible frame of length k (frames starting at position 1, 2, 3 until n-k).  
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To implement the search mode 2) the SA presented in Fig. 3 was slightly modified. It also differs 
from the first implementation of the search mode 1), that has a fixed frame to search. In the 
search mode 2), the SA randomly chooses a frame at each step. For each chosen frame, a primer 
pair conforming to the size restrictions (min and max) is randomly chosen and its fitness is 
calculated. At the end of this search mode, the results prompted to the user show the primer pair 
with the smaller fitness score, its size, Tm and %CG. Fig. 5 shows the results of SA, when search 
mode 2) is chosen, for the NC_003075.4 sequence and a frame of size 897 bp. 
Another functionality implemented in SAPrimer (R2) allows the use of a protein sequence as 
input. In this case, the protein must be first translated into its corresponding DNA sequence. 
However, as it is known, an amino acid sequence can correspond to more than one DNA 
sequence, due to the degeneracy of the Genetic Code. As an example, consider the sequence 
CWY (C – cysteine, W – thryptofan, Y – tyrosine). The C amino acid has two corresponding 
codons: UGU and UGC, the amino acid W has only one corresponding codon: UGG and the 
amino acid Y has also two corresponding codons: UAU and UAC. This results in four 
possible translations of the sequence CWY, as shown below: 
 
C      W      Y 
UGU UGG UAU 
UGC UGG UAU 
UGU UGG UAC 
UGC UGG UAC 
 
As can be inferred, the number of possible DNA sequences that can result from the 
translation of a specific protein sequence grows fast with the size of the protein and the 
number of codons associated to each amino acid. The total number of possible DNA 
sequences that corresponds to a specific protein sequence is given by the product of the 
number of distinct corresponding codons to each amino acid that composes the sequence3.  
 
 
Fig. 6. Optimal primer pair found for a protein sequence given as input 
                                                                 
3 In the presented example, CWY has 2*1*2 = 4 possible corresponding DNA sequences. 
 
Calculating all possible corresponding DNA sequence for a given protein sequence and 
finding the best primer pair for each one do not lead to a feasible solution to the problem 
because is highly time-consuming. The adopted strategy randomly chooses only one 
possible translation and finds the best primer pair for it. Notice that this strategy can 
produce different results, i.e., different primer pairs each time SAPrimer is run. So, the 
primers found for a particular SAPrimer run are called degenerated primers. 
The DREB1A protein sequence (NCBI Reference Sequence: NP_567720.1) was used to 
exemplify the use of SAPrimer for proteins, and the results are shown in Fig. 6.  
 
5. Conclusions 
PCR is an important laboratorial process that can amplify a specific DNA sequence. Of 
crucial relevance for a successful PCR process is the identification of a suitable pair of 
primers. Due to the many variables and the range of values that can be assigned to them, the 
identification of a suitable pair of primes is a hard task, subject to a few uncertainties. A way 
to find out suitable primers is via a search process throughout the space defined by all 
possible pairs. By nature such spaces are quite vast preventing the use of exhaustive search 
methods. An efficient alternative is to use heuristic based methods such as simulated 
annealing.  
This chapter describes the use of simulated annealing for primer design. Initially it details 
the relevant variables and their possible values as a first step to show how they can be 
combined into an objective function that “measures” the quality of a given primer pair. This 
function is used by the SA algorithm.  
The chapter also describes the main aspects of two releases of an user-friendly software 
named SAPrimer, which implements the SA search, among other features. The SAPrimer 
software, as discussed in (Montera & Nicoletti, 2008) always finds the best possible primer 
pair to amplify a specific DNA sequence, even when some restrictions can not be satisfied, 
for example, when the given DNA sequence does not have an appropriated %CG or when 
the Tm value of a primer (forward or reverse) does not respect user-defined range of values. 
The second release, named SAPrimer (R2), is more flexible in the sense of offering to the 
user the possibility of finding primers to amplify any portion of the input sequence, defined 
by a fixed frame size and finding degenerated primer pair for a protein sequence.  
The work will proceed by implementing other heuristic search strategies (starting with 
genetic algorithm) in an attempt to identify the most suitable type of search for dealing with 
the problem of primer design. 
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